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Interconnect optimization has become the major concern in floorplanning. Many approaches would

use simulated annealing (SA) with a cost function composed of a weighted sum of area, wirelength,

and interconnect cost. These approaches can reduce the interconnect cost efficiently but the area

penalty of the interconnect optimized floorplan is usually quite large. In this article, we propose

an approach called deadspace utilization (DSU) to reclaim the unused area of an interconnect

optimized floorplan by linear programming. Since modules are not necessarily rectangular in shape

in floorplanning, some deadspace can be redistributed to the modules to increase the area occupied

by each module. If the area of each module can be expanded by the same ratio, the whole floorplan

can be compacted by that ratio to give a smaller floorplan. However, we will limit the compaction

ratio to prevent overcongestion. Experiments show that we can apply this deadspace utilization

technique to reduce the area and total wirelength of an interconnect optimized floorplan further

while the routability can be maintained at the same time.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivations

Interconnect optimization has become the major concern in floorplanning. Due
to the recent advances in VLSI technology, the number of transistors in a design
are increasing rapidly, and interconnect has become a dominant factor in the
overall performance of a circuit. Many floorplanning algorithms [Chen et al.
1999; Wang and Sarrafzadeh 2000; Wang et al. 2000; Chang et al. 2000; Lou
et al. 2001; Sham and Young 2003; Lai et al. 2003; Ma et al. 2003] use simu-
lated annealing (SA) with a cost function composed of a weighted sum of area,
wirelength, and interconnect cost. While the cost function is being minimized
in the annealing process, the area, wirelength, and routability are optimized
accordingly. Although the interconnect cost can be reduced efficiently in this
way, the penalty in area is usually quite large.

Traditional floorplanning algorithms assumed that the modules are rectan-
gular in shape. Some floorplanners were further limited to mosaic or slicing
floorplans for simplification. Actually, some simple rectilinear shapes such as
L-shape or T-shape are acceptable because the modules are usually composed
of a large number of small standard cells. By allowing other rectilinear shapes,
the modules can be packed more closely together.

It will be very interesting if we can reduce the area of an interconnect op-
timized floorplan by making use of the flexibility of the module shapes while
keeping the interconnect cost unchanged.

1.2 Related Work

Most existing floorplanning approaches only deal with rectangular modules.
New approaches that can handle flexible and arbitrarily shaped modules
are essential to achieve high-performance design. However, floorplanning
with flexible and arbitrarily shaped rectilinear modules is a complicated
problem.

Both Kang and Dai [1998] and Xu et al. [1999] proposed that some in-
tegrated circuit components did not need to be rectangular. They extended
the sequence-pair approach to arbitrarily sized and shaped rectilinear blocks.
Young et al. [2000] showed that the area minimization problem with flexible
modules can be solved optimally by geometric programming using Lagrangian
Relaxation. However, the flexible modules were still restricted to a rectangu-
lar shape and the runtime was long. Metha and Sherwani [2000] presented
three minimum-area floorplanning algorithms that assumed flexible and ar-
bitrary rectilinear shapes. Those algorithms could minimize the area of the
floorplan efficiently, but modules of long-snake shape could reselt. Yang et al.
[2004] presented a virtual block floorplanning method to reduce the wire-
length of a floorplan. They assumed that the modules can be expanded by
occupying the deadspace block. Then they can assign the pin position of the
modules to the expanded region such that the wirelengths of some nets can be
reduced.
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Fig. 1. An example of deadspace utilization.

1.3 Our Contributions

In this article, we assume an input floorplan that is first interconnect optimized.
The deadspace in this input floorplan will be quite large. We will then apply a
deadspace utilization technique to reduce the area and total wirelength. In floor-
planning, most modules are not necessarily rectangular. Thus some deadspace
can be redistributed to those soft modules in order to reduce the total chip
area [Sham and Young 2004]. On the other hand, the shapes of the hard mod-
ules should remain unchanged and the relative positions between the modules
should be maintained so that the routability will not be affected.

We devised a linear programming-based method to perform deadspace uti-
lization (DSU). By deadspace utilization, the area and wirelength of the inter-
connect optimized floorplan can be further reduced subject to the constraint of
keeping the routability and congestion of the original floorplan unchanged.

In this article, we will first give an overview of our design in Section 2. The
implementation details of the deadspace utilization method will be described in
Section 3. The experimental results will be shown in Section 4. Our conclusions
will be offered in Section 5.

2. OVERVIEW OF OUR DESIGN

The modules in the floorplanning stage are not strictly rectangular. Deadspace
utilization can be applied to reduce the floorplan area subject to the constraint
of maintaining the routability of the original floorplan. An example is shown in
Figure 1.

Given a floorplan, we will first find out all the deadspace blocks. Each
deadspace block is surrounded by a number of modules. We will then assign
room from the deadspace block to those modules in the surrounding to expand
the occupying areas of the modules. If we can expand the occupying areas of
all the modules by at least δ% (see Table I for the definitions of the rotation
used in this article), the whole floorplan can be compacted by 1 − 1

1+δ%
. At the

same time, the value of δ should be bounded by a congestion term because the
routing congestion will be increased as the area is reduced. Thus δ should be
bounded in order to maintain the routability of the floorplan. In the example of
Figure 1, modules 1, 2, 3, and 4 can all be expanded by 4

32
% = 12.5%. It means

that the whole floorplan can be compacted by 1 − 1
1.125

= 11%. This can be done

by reducing the dimensions (width and length) of all modules by (
√

1.11 − 1).
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Table I. Notations Used in This Article

Notation Description

mk Module k
M The set of all modules

Ms The set of all soft modules

Mh The set of all hard modules

Ri The set of deadspace blocks that are surrounded by module mi

dk Deadspace block k
wdk The width of deadspace block k
hdk The height of deadspace block k
A(dk) The area of deadspace block k
D The set of all deadspace blocks

Si The set of modules surrounding deadspace block di

Ei, j The possibly distributed area from the deadspace block dj
to module mi where mi ∈ S j

A(mi) The area of module mi

δ The maximum area reduction ratio

G The congestion constraint

Fig. 2. Preprocessing of the deadspace blocks.

3. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS OF DEADSPACE UTILIZATION

3.1 Preprocessing of the Deadspace Blocks

When we apply deadspace utilization, we need to find out all the deadspace
blocks first. The deadspace blocks in the original floorplan may be of arbitrary
rectilinear shapes. We will decompose the deadspace blocks into several smaller
deadspace blocks that satisfy the following properties:

—rectangular in shape;

—each side surrounded by at most one module.

An example is shown in Figure 2. We have chosen to decompose the deadspace
block into rectangular subblocks horizontally. Although there are some other
decomposition methods, we believe that the result of the linear programming
will only be affected slightly on average. After obtaining all these rectangular
deadspace blocks, we can perform area minimization by linear programming.
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Table II. Average Number of Equations for Each

Test Case

Average Number

Case No. of Modules of Equations

ami33 33 54.75

ami49 49 80.75

playout 62 92.5

3.2 Area Minimization by Linear Programming

In our design, we will try to find the maximum area reduction ratio δ% by
linear programming. First, we can at most use up the whole deadspace blocks.
Second, we should ensure that all the modules can be expanded by δ%. In
addition, the value of δ should be bounded by a congestion term G (the floorplan
is assumed to be interconnect optimized, so we can obtain G by estimating the
congestion of the floorplan) such that, when the whole floorplan is contracted
by 1− 1

1+δ%
, the congestion at each tile is still below the maximum net capacity.

This parameter G is given by the user according to the congestion situation.
For example, if congestion will not be a problem, G can be set to infinity. Then
the linear program is formulated as follows:

Maximize δ%
Subject to δ% ≤ G∑

mi∈Sk

Ei,k ≤ A(dk) ∀dk ∈ D
∑

di∈Rk

Ek,i ≥ A(mk) × δ% ∀mk ∈ M

To solve the above linear programming problem, we will use the Simplex
optimizer. The time complexity will depend on the number of equations. From
the experiments (Table II), we can see that the average number of equations
is linear to the number of modules in the floorplan. This is true because the
number of modules is bounded by |M | and the number of deadspace subblocks
is bounded by 2 × |M | (The upper-left corner of each deadspace subblock must
touch either an upper-left or an upper-right corner of a module if we decompose
the deadspace horizontally. In addition, each upper corner of a module can be
touched by an upper-left corner of one deadspace subblock only. Therefore, the
number of inequalities is bounded by 2×|M |.) Hence, the number of inequalities
is bounded by 2 × |M |. Thus the above linear programming problem can be
solved efficiently.

After we calculate the value of δ, we can change the shapes and dimensions
of the modules proportionally to compact the whole floorplan, and the total
wirelength will also be reduced accordingly.

3.3 Room Assignment of Deadspace Block

In order to assign room from a deadspace block to the modules in the surround-
ings, we will first divide the deadspace block into four subblocks (because there
are at most four neighboring modules) and assign each subblock to one neigh-
boring module. Initially, these subblocks may be triangular or trapezoidal in
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Table III. Calculations of (x1, y1) and (x2, y2)

When (EL, j + ER, j ≥ 1
2

× (EL, j + ER, j + EB, j + ET, j )):

x1 = wdj × EL, j
EL, j +ER, j

x2 = wdj × EL, j
EL, j +ER, j

y1 = EB, j × 2/wdj

y2 = hdj − ET, j × 2/wdj

When (ET, j + EB, j > 1
2

× (EL, j + ER, j + EB, j + ET, j )):

x1 = EL, j × 2/hdj

x2 = wdj − ER, j × 2/hdj

y1 = hdj × EB, j
EB, j +ET, j

y2 = hdj × EB, j
EB, j +ET, j

shape. Transformation will be done to these subblocks to change their shapes
to rectilinear. Each deadspace block is surrounded by at most four modules and
each side of the deadspace block can be surrounded by at most one module.
First of all, we will compute two points (x1, y1) and (x2, y2) in order to obtain
the sizes and locations of the four subblocks. We use mL, mR , mT , and mB to
denote the modules on the left, right, top, and bottom of a deadspace block dj ,
respectively. The coordinates (x1, y1) and (x2, y2) with respect to the lower-left
corner of dj can be calculated according to Table III. Notice that if one side
of the deadspace subblock is not surrounded by any module, the value of the
expanded area will become zero.

After we have computed the coordinates (x1, y1) and (x2, y2), we can divide
the deadspace block into four subblocks. They are denoted by sbR , sbL, sbT , and
sbB. An example is shown in Figure 3. We can see that each subblock will abut
with one module only and will later be assigned to that module. If EL, j + ER, j is
larger than or equal to half of the area of dj (when the deadspace block is fully
occupied), the subblocks will be divided as shown in Figure 3(a). Otherwise, the
subblocks will be divided as shown in Figure 3(b). If the deadspace block is not
fully occupied, the subblocks can be compacted proportionally.

In the second step, we will transform the subblocks into rectilinear shapes.
After the first step, four slanted lines will be formed. We can simply change
the slanted lines to Z-shaped lines to transform the subblocks into rectilin-
ear shape. An example is shown in Figure 4. We can see that we can obtain
the rectilinear-shaped subblocks by changing all the slanted lines to Z-shaped
lines.

3.4 Handling Hard Modules

A circuit may consist of hard macro cells which have fixed shapes (hard mod-
ules). In order to apply deadspace utilization, we can expand the hard modules
proportionally first (same aspect ratio) and then obtain the maximum area re-
duction ratio δ% of the given packing by linear programming. Because the hard
modules have been expanded, these modules can be compacted to restore the ac-
tual size without changing the shapes or occupying the deadspace blocks if the
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Fig. 3. Initial room assignments of a deadspace block.

Fig. 4. Final room assignments of a deadspace block.

compaction ratio (δ%) is smaller than the expansion ratio of the hard modules.
The detail design flow is shown in Figure 5

Maximize δ%
Subject to δ% ≤ G∑

mi∈Sk

Ei,k ≤ A(dk) ∀dk ∈ D
∑

di∈Rk

Ek,i ≥ A(mk) × δ% ∀mk ∈ Ms

∑

di∈Rk

Ek,i = 0 ∀mk ∈ Mh
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Fig. 5. Design flow for handling hard modules.

Table IV. Information of the Test Cases

Cases No. of Cells No. of Nets No. of 2-pin Nets

ami33 33 123 305

ami49 49 408 526

playout 62 1611 2138

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In the experiments, we show the improvement in area and wirelength by us-
ing the deadspace utilization (DSU) technique. We have implemented the linear
programming method to perform deadspace utilization. All programs were writ-
ten in the C language and run on a machine with an Intel Xeon 2-GHz processor
and 1-GB memory.

The test cases used were the MCNC benchmark circuits ami33, ami49, and
playout. We first used a floorplanner to obtain four different floorplans for each
test case. The detailed information of the testing circuits are shown in Table IV.
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Table V. The Improvements on Area and Wirelength Using Deadspace Utilization

Percentage Area (103μm2) Wirelength (103μm)

of Hard Before After Before After

Modules Cases δ% DSU DSU DSU DSU

ami33 11 626.3 [1.00] 550.7 [0.88] 22.08 [1.00] 20.71 [0.93]

0% ami49 10 71957.9 [1.00] 64463.8 [0.89] 495.60 [1.00] 469.08 [0.94]

playout 9 1798.1 [1.00] 1623.5 [0.90] 451.25 [1.00] 428.79 [0.95]

ami33 6 626.3 [1.00] 594.0 [0.94] 22.08 [1.00] 21.42 [0.97]

5% ami49 1 71957.9 [1.00] 70878.5 [0.99] 495.60 [1.00] 490.66 [0.99]

playout 9 1798.1 [1.00] 1636.3 [0.91] 451.25 [1.00] 428.82 [0.95]

ami33 3 626.3 [1.00] 607.5 [0.97] 22.08 [1.00] 21.75 [0.98]

10% ami49 1 71957.9 [1.00] 70882.8 [0.99] 495.60 [1.00] 491.08 [0.99]

playout 7 1798.1 [1.00] 1672.1 [0.93] 451.25 [1.00] 433.20 [0.96]

Table VI. The Number of Unroutable Net and the Run-Time of Deadspace Utilization (G = 20)

Percentage No. of Unroutable Net Wirelength (103μm)

of Hard Before After Before After Run-Time

Modules Cases δ% DSU DSU DSU DSU s
ami33 11 0.0 4.0 24.18 —– 0.66

0% ami49 10 0.0 2.0 505.36 —– 0.43

playout 9 0.0 0.0 473.32 465.64 0.20

ami33 6 0.0 0.0 24.48 23.67 0.39

5% ami49 1 0.0 0.0 512.63 502.98 0.41

playout 9 0.0 0.0 496.53 467.37 0.43

ami33 3 0.0 0.0 24.32 23.09 0.39

10% ami49 1 0.0 0.0 564.81 542.22 0.41

playout 7 0.0 0.0 501.17 491.78 0.65

We applied the deadspace utilization technique to each floorplan. The value of
the congestion term G was set to 10 and 20 (It means that the area can be
reduced at most by 10% and 20%). This can be estimated according to the net
densities of the original floorplan. Finally, we used a maze router (Labyrinth
[Kastner et al. 2002]) to perform global routing. During global routing, we
used the center of each module (original center of the module before deadspace
utilization step) as the corresponding pin position. The wirelength (center-to-
center estimation) and routability were obtained from the global router before
and after the deadspace utilization step.

In Table V, the improvements in area and wirelength brought by the
deadspace utilization technique are shown. From the experimental results, we
can see that the area and wirelength can both be reduced by the deadspace
utilization step. As the area is reduced, the distances between the modules
are shortened and the wirelength can thus be reduced accordingly. The results
also show that the improvements in area and wirelength are very significant
(more than 10%) when the size of the floorplan is large. We have evaluated
the performance of the deadspace utilization step by having hard modules (5%
and 10%) in the experiments. When the number of hard modules increases,
the improvement on area and wirelength is reduced.

In Tables VI and VII, the effects on routability (including the wirelength after
global routing) of deadspace utilization are shown. In Table VI, the value of G is
set to 20, we can see that unroutable nets resulted after deadspace utilization
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Table VII. The Number of Unroutable Net and the Run-Time of Deadspace Utilization (G = 10)

Percentage No. of Unroutable Net Wirelength (103μm)

of Hard Before After Before After Run-Time

Modules Cases δ% DSU DSU DSU DSU s
ami33 10 0.0 0.0 24.18 24.17 0.18

0% ami49 10 0.0 0.0 505.36 506.42 0.19

playout 9 0.0 0.0 473.32 465.64 0.20

ami33 6 0.0 0.0 24.48 23.67 0.39

5% ami49 1 0.0 0.0 512.63 502.98 0.41

playout 9 0.0 0.0 496.53 467.37 0.43

ami33 3 0.0 0.0 24.32 23.09 0.39

10% ami49 1 0.0 0.0 564.81 542.22 0.41

playout 7 0.0 0.0 501.17 491.78 0.65

Fig. 6. Example of packings before and after deadspace utilization.

for some data sets because the circuit after compaction may have been too
congested. We need to set the value of G appropriately to avoid congestion.
However, if G is set to 10, the area reduction is upper bounded by 10%. This is
a tradeoff between area and routability.

Although the shapes of some modules are changed, their shapes will not be
very irregular and no snake-like shapes will result. An example is shown in
Figure 6. In general, most of them are L-shaped and T-shaped. This is because
most modules will get new spaces from one deadspace block only according to the
solution of the linear program. In addition, the routability of the floorplans can
be maintained. That is because the reduction ratio is bounded by the congestion
term G in the linear program.

5. CONCLUSION

To conclude, most existing interconnect-driven floorplanning approaches may
lead to a large penalty in chip area. However, most modules in the floorplan-
ning stage are not strictly rectangular in shape. We propose a new approach
called deadspace utilization to reduce the area of an interconnect optimized
floorplan by making use of the flexibility of the module shapes. Experiments
have shown that we can apply the deadspace utilization technique to reduce the
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area and wirelength of the original floorplan further, subject to the constraint
of maintaining the routability and congestion of the floorplan.
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